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ZS-UKW (Tiger Moth) over Hartbeespoort Dam on 18 Jan 2015, flown by Courtney Watson.
Picture taken from ZU-ECP (C140) flown by Patrick Watson.
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PART 2 - Roy de Stadler Chapter 973 Krugersdorp
As this was a first build for me I did not have a clue
where to start. I guy I knew at work had built a KR2
and so I asked him for advice. He advised me to
contact the EAA and my first meaningful contact was
Mike Spence, the founder of the EAA in SA, another
lucky strike on my side as Mike became my mentor
and AP. So with Fred advising on the Flea itself and
Mike on the local side I was off to a good start.
I also joined EAA Chapter 973 and that was another
good move. I have met some wonderful people who
have helped me along and kept my resolve from
collapsing.
Somewhere in the beginning you also have to pacify the Better
Half.
Me: “The cost will be spread over a few years and will be less
than the cost of playing golf.”
BH: “But you don’t play golf.”
Me: “You don’t have to worry, if I start it I will finish it.”
BH: “That’s what worries me. I know you will finish it and then
you will want to fly in it!”
(Women can be so illogical at times.)

wealth of info there. Have a look at relevant Tony Bingelis
books – buy them, they are worth their weight in gold! There
is also a huge range of video clips dealing with building
techniques. There are 3 clips on rib lacing which got me over
that hump! If you need to do fabric covering do get PolyFiber’s
book “How to Cover an Aircraft…“ Download the Aircraft
Spruce catalogue, you don’t have to buy from them but it gave
me lots of ideas on the type of fittings etc. that I could use. Of
course if you have bottomless pockets you can buy everything
from them!! Anyway, you get the gist, there is a lot of info
available and you just have to dig for it.

If you want to build an aircraft you need to trawl the Net for
info on aircraft building and on the aircraft you have chosen to The HM293 is a single seater of conventional wood and fabric
build. In particular go to the EAA (USA) website. There is a
design. The wings are in 3 sections with the wing tips hinged
to the centre sections so that they can fold up. The
photos show the details.

Roy de Stadler with the fuselage
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Our first meeting for 2015 promises to be an absolutely
outstanding presentation on the Avro Vulcan in RAF service,
presented by Louis Nel (Captain) and Colin Francis
(Navigator), both members of the Royal Air Force Officers
Club in Johannesburg, and who served on the so-called “V
Force” in the 1960s.
Their talk will be supported and illustrated by an exceptional
audiovisual slide and video presentation put together by Karl
Jensen.
When World War II ended in 1945, it appeared that the world
had at last entered a period of peace. Instead, an era of
international political tension had begun. For more than four
decades, the world was on the brink of a global nuclear war.
Full-scale war between East and West was averted through
the concept of mutually assured destruction. In other words,
neither side could initiate an attack; as such an action would
result in the destruction of both sides. As military technology
progressed, Britain realised that it could no longer rely on its
traditional propeller-driven bombers. British military
equipment urgently had to be modernised. In 1947, the Air
Ministry announced a requirement for a long range jet
bomber which would be capable of delivering nuclear
weapons, thereby serving as a deterrent to potential nuclear
attacks against Britain and her allies. The British Defence
industry responded and Bomber Command ended up with
three highly capable nuclear bombers, which became known
as the 'V Bombers' or 'V-Force.’ These were the Handley-Page
Victor, the Vickers Valiant and the Avro Vulcan.
I shall attempt to tease out some background information
from these two gentlemen, to understand how they came to
serve in the RAF, and how they advanced to the pinnacle of
the ranks to have such important roles in defending the West
from potential nuclear devastation by the East. To get to
understand the enormous responsibility that these then
young men had. Not just flying such an amazing machine, but
knowing that they had the power at their fingertips to start a
nuclear war or to retaliate in a nuclear war and wipe out
thousands of people..! Quite a load to have to bear on their
(then) young shoulders. - Mike Brown Chapter 322

Having seen the audiovisual presentation, I can assure you
that The ‘Vulcan Effect’ will be clearly in evidence and the
famous ‘Vulcan Howl’ will reverberate throughout the
Auditorium. Who will be able to forget the sound of those four
mighty (Bristol Olympus) engines? What a splendid roar!

navigator on these aircraft during the same era. Both Louis
and Colin have done an explicit presentation on their VBomber careers to the Royal Air Force Officers’ Club that had
the audience spellbound.
At the Auditorium, Mike intends, amongst other aspects,
probing serious aspects of young crew who were carrying
These talk shows under the stewardship of Jeremy Woods
phenomenally powerful and lethal nuclear weapons during
have proved extremely popular and Jeremy has once again
the scary Cold War period. The talk show will also feature
pulled another rabbit from the hat. The February 12 talk show
visual aspects of the Vulcan aircraft and operations.
will be a cracker, and will once again undoubtedly be fully
The show commences at 19h30 with the Cordon Bleu EAA
booked. The guests will be interviewed by the erudite Dr Mike
Braaimasters operational from 18h30 and other refreshments
Brown who does an excellent job of researching the subject
on sale
and probing the guests in his professional manner. The guests
Bookings are essential to: eaa.talkshow@icon.co.za
are to be Louis Nel and Colin Francis. Louis who retired from
Cost R50/person and R30 to membership card-carrying EAA
SAA quite a while back, was a commander on the Avro Vulcan
members
in the RAF during the Cold War era. Colin Francis was a
- Karl Jensen Chapter 322
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A Squadron of EAA 322 planes descends on Mabalingwe
Nature Reserve - Gordon Dyne Chapter 322
In military aviation terms a squadron is described as a
formation of between 12 and 24 aircraft. Well, we were not
exactly all military aviators, but at least we qualified as we
totalled 18 planes. The squadron arrived at Mabalingwe
Nature Reserve last Saturday 17 January! The fly-in was
organised by popular EAA 322 member, entrepreneur and
pilot Clive King who was enjoying his annual time-share
holiday fortnight at Mabalingwe and for the second year in
succession invited his friends to join him for breakfast at this
superb time-share/private ownership game reserve. Many of
us did not require a second bidding!
The weather in Gauteng was quite beautiful and most of the
18 planes arrived at this delightful little airstrip in the
Waterberg Mountains by 09h00. It is only a 30-40 minute
flight from most airfields in the Gauteng area. I counted three
Vans’ RVs, a Saab, a Piper Single Comanche, a Cessna 170B, a
Reims Rocket, a Piper Arrow 200, a Samba, a Cessna 150, a
Beechcraft Debonair, five Piper Cubs of various designations
and two MT-03 Auto-gyrocopters. How is that for a good
memory? The runway (04/22) doubles up as a road and with
the additional hazard of ‘game’ on the runway, landings
proved quite eventful! An enormous Giraffe who decreed that
we were invading his space would not budge and a number of
planes had ‘to go around.’ However, for all arriving pilots it
was most reassuring to hear on the radio the dulcet tones of
our beloved Chairman Captain Karl Jensen telling us to “land
deep or land shallow, mind the giraffe, go around, cut your
engine on the runway” and so on. Oh! To have Karl’s 52 years
of flying experience! Most reassuring. As a result of the efforts
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of this ‘honorary Air Traffic Controller’ everyone landed safely
and with transport kindly provided by Hennie Vermaak and his
son Divan, we were all promptly and safely transported the
couple of kms to the main lodge where a mouth-watering
breakfast awaited us. We totalled 32 people and at R100 per
head for breakfast we were all in agreement that it was very
good value.
Transport was provided back to the runway about 11h00 and
everyone departed safely for their home bases.
Mabalingwe Nature Reserve which covers 12,500 hectares is
only 38 kms from Bela Bela (formerly Warmbaths) in the
Limpopo Province. Time-share is available and private homes
are for sale, most of which are quite spectacular. Mabalingwe
is also home to Africa’s ‘Big Five.’ For more information on this
‘Five Star’ Nature Reserve please contact 014 736 6933 or
Google - Mabalingwe Nature Reserve.
May I, on behalf of EAA 322’s Chairman Captain Karl Jensen,
thank the staff of Mabalingwe Nature Reserve for its warm
hospitality and thank you to our dear friend Clive King for
allowing a bunch of rowdy aviators to invade his space and
probably ruin an otherwise quiet and relaxed Saturday!
Thank you to my fellow aviators for supporting this excellent
fly-in. It was great fun. We have many more to come this year
so rouse your fellow aviators from their slumbers and lethargy
and let us have 50 aircraft or more for the next fly-in.
Thank you.

Steven Haupt and Gordon Dyne departing Mabalingwe in Gordon’s Piper Arrow 200 ZS-FYM

How is this for a story - Ivor Link

The more I looked, the more I saw familiarity! I am 90% sure
that this was the one that I had! It even has a 1700cc Type 4
VW engine, the same as I had included in the swop - it is
Two weeks ago I really did need to put the study books down
running strong and pulling aeroplane through the air at 160
on a Saturday afternoon (I have been up-skilling over the last 3
mph at wide open throttle (as seen in one of the fly past
years) and went for a drive whilst Colleen was at work
images attached!) Certain detail on the aircraft I changed and
(hospital shift) - to an airfield just north of Christchurch.
is unique - for example the height and shape of the canopy,
There was little or no activity except for in the far distance,
the hinging system, the rear interior, and certain minor details
where what looked like to be a parked a KR2 aeroplane - the
like the fuel cap... all these things were unique to this plane.
same as I was building in Rhodesia. I had swapped it for a
caravan when we emigrated from Zimbabwe because that
government would not let me take it out - they said I was
Anyway John went off for a flight and I took some pictures
trying to steal money from the country! I let it go under
(attached) and when he returned we had a good long chat. He
duress, but hey, the family came first and I knew we had to
has the original documentation and will at some stage in the
leave it to get out. - but after all that effort, I really was sad to near future dig them out to show me and remove the balance
see it go and often thought… if only...
of doubt - after all it was 35 years ago that I had to cast my
mind back, but crikey... the more I think about it, the more
sure I become. It has been building hours ever since its
Anyway, I took a walk down to where it was parked. There was
importation, although there has been one misadventure. The
a fellow preparing it for flight and as he looked up and saw me
original the landing gear collapsed after hitting a hidden
I commented, “I was building one of these in Rhodesia.” He
obstacle on landing at a farm fly-in and spent a year or so
immediately stood bolt upright and looking at me square on,
being repaired and modifying the landing gear. It now sports a
said, "This was built in Rhodesia and imported to New Zealand
Rans Coyote undercarriage and is reported to work really well.
about 25 years ago!!!" Needless to say, I was totally
gobsmacked!!! Could it be…?
It is absolutely freaky that this aircraft would travel halfway
around the world and then reappear the one afternoon (John
I know that there were two other aircraft that had been
flies maybe a few times a month) when I just so happened to
started by the same guys - One crashed on a test flight and I
visit 35 years later? Coincidence?... How freaky is that..?
took over the other at about 50% of the structural build when
they all decided to emigrate. This had my attention big-time
and I started looking at the aircraft very closely! I had
Cheers, Ivor
progressed the aircraft pretty far before I swopped it, but you
know how a homebuilt story goes - 90% done and another
Ed: Ivor Link was an EAA of SA member and now lives in NZ
75% to go...
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Standing room only at the first meeting in 2015 of EAA
Chapter 322 - Gordon Dyne
What a turnout for the first meeting of EAA Chapter 322 this
year! Some 130 members crammed into the Dickie Fritz MOTH
Hall in Dowerglen last Wednesday evening 14 January to hear
the plans for the Chapter this year. It almost resembled
‘musical chairs’ as seats were fought over as members vied for
a seat to listen to our evergreen Chairman Captain Karl Jensen
sally forth with his usual pearls of aviation wisdom and
humour.
Wally and Ann Ferreira were, as usual, at their posts to fill the
tummies and quench the thirsts of these keen aviators so by
the time Karl called the meeting to order at 19h00, people
were well satiated.
A couple of humorous ‘You Tubes’ set the tone for the evening
and had the audience almost rolling in the aisles. The usual
formalities were run through and it is good to see that the
Chapter is financially sound and that the events organised for
the year will keep we ‘weekend flying warriors’ poring over
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our maps or GPSs to find the venues. The ‘TeddyBuild’ project is on track, and more volunteers are
needed to assist with the work.
The Flying Legends’ Talk Show on Thursday 12 February
promises to be a ‘cracker’ as the guests are Louis Nel and Colin
Francis, respectively a Pilot and Navigator on the iconic Avro
Vulcan - the Royal Air Force nuclear bomber, during the ‘Cold
War’ years. I heard Louis and Colin speak at a recent Royal Air
Force Officers’ Club (RAFOC) lunch and their talk accompanied
by Karl Jensen’s brilliant Power-Point presentation was quite
mind-blowing! The renowned Vulcan ‘howl’ from the plane’s
four Rolls Royce Olympus engines just has to be heard! I first
heard that unforgettable magical sound when I was a mere lad
of about sixteen at an airshow in England. I still have not
forgotten it! So do come and listen to these two
septuagenarian South Africans who flew with the Royal Air
Force half a century ago. More details will be published nearer
the time.
After the usual 30 minute interval and the showing of a video
on ‘propellers’ we took to our seats again and Karl wound up
another successful 322 monthly meeting. Our next meeting
will be Wednesday 04 February. Hope to see you there.

Red Bull race pilot Frank Versteegh and
Nigel Hopkins to talk at EAA 322’s
meeting on Wednesday 04 February
- Gordon Dyne
There will probably be standing room only at the Dickie Fritz
MOTH Hall in Dowerglen this coming Wednesday evening
when members of South Africa’s biggest and busiest EAA
Chapter come together for the February meeting. The meeting
is as usual 1800 hours for 1900 hours and there will be
refreshments, coffee and cold drinks available.
I believe that the evening’s formalities will be put on hold until
after the interval to enable our guest speakers to ‘take to the
floor’ early on. Well known to all of us is SAA Training Captain
Nigel Hopkins. A legend in his own lifetime. Nigel is a multiple
SA aerobatics’ champion and has been placed in the top five in
world aerobatics.

With the aid of sponsorship, he purchased a new Extra 300.
Frank flew for three years in this plane. 1996, an Extra 300 was
acquired. In July 1997, Frank was the first pilot to ever manage
a ‘touch and go with an Extra 300 on a 70 metre long river
freighter on the River Rhine in Holland. Frank only had 1.5
seconds to land the aircraft on the boat at an approach speed
Nigel will be hosting Dutch professional airshow and aerobatic
of 80 knots. The stunt took place during an airshow which was
pilot Frank Versteegh. Frank is in South Africa to capture our
attended by 50,000 spectators. I am sure there will be loads
world famous wild life from the air. Frank taught himself to fly
more stories such as this one to enthrall the audience.
and does not have an Air Force or Airline background. He is a
youthful 61 years of age and apart from being an amazing pilot
is also an airshow organiser, a flight safety committee
Those people fortunate enough to have heard Frank’s
member, an FAI judge and a freestyle aerobatics’ competitor. presentation report that it is amusing, educational and loaded
Frank started flying in 1972 at the age of 18. Between 1982
with exceptional pictures. The presentation also stresses flight
and 1994, he competed in European and World
safety which is of course a major objective of EAA Chapter
Championships. He has flown more than 1,250 aerobatic
322.
displays at major aviation events all over the world in more
than 160 different types of aircraft. Frank flew his first display
This will be a fantastic evening. Frank’s talk will begin about
in a Cessna 150 aerobat in 1983. Between 1987 and 1989,
19h30 so don’t be late or you will miss it. Visitors are always
Frank flew a Pitts S-2S which was the solo aircraft in the
welcome and are to be encouraged.
Rothmans team. In 1989 Frank won the Open Dutch National
Unlimited Aerobatic Championship in that same year in a Zlin
50 L S.
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I enclose a picture showing EAA member and commercial
Pilot Conre Swart (son of Coen Swart) receiving instruction
from instructor and EAA member Tony Kent on flying from
the front seat of my Nanchang. Very few people can fly her
from the front seat. Tony is one of only three instructors in the country
qualified to instruct on the Nanchang. Conre soon got the knack of it and
spent a happy 90 minutes or so with Tony sitting in the rear seat tearing up
the countryside!
- Gordon Dyne
I have not been an active member this past year owing to
many factors, not the least of which is I have not been
flying. My partners Jeremy Guimaraens and Alan Chown
and I have been patiently awaiting the completion of ZUOAK, our new RV-10 built by Robin Coss Aviation down in Cape Town. We
ultimately took delivery of her mid-December just
as we were heading away on leave, but at last we
have wings and will get back into flying. I only had
my first flights this weekend, with Paul Quick doing
my conversion training out of Tedderfield where we
are based. There is a fast growing community of RVs
at Tedderfield so I trust we are in good company. I
know I’m not a builder of aircraft and have the
utmost respect for those that are, but I’m relieved
to be flying many years sooner than if I was. We are
so impressed with the quality of the build by Robin
Coss - he really does a spectacular job, which I’m
sure you’ll get to see in due course when we are up
to scratch and make our debut at one of the fly-ins.
I’ve attached a few pictures.
Kind regards
- Justin Babaya
In preparation for my Alouette II
refurb, I acquired a hangar at Fly Inn. It needed finishing
as it had no floor and had never been painted. A further
complication was a gorgeous Barn Owl which had taken
up residence in the hangar, but in the process of my making the hangar
usable, the owl decided to move out.
I had no sooner moved the Alo in however, than the owl moved back and
proceeded to do what owls do. My chopper cover was soon full of owl
secretions of all kinds which was clearly a disaster and I had to find a
solution.
These magnificent birds keep control of rats, mice and other creepy
crawlies, so I have built him a home in the tree next to the hangar and
hope he will see fit to move in. I would love to report his residence in the
next CONTACT! so watch this space.
- Eugene Couzyn
I have an IO540 engine for sale for a homebuilder. The logbooks are missing, engine was
overhauled and never fitted - has been in storage since this (2010) fully inhibited.
I want R280 000 outright. Eric Placo, 084 587 6414
CONTACT! Is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was compiled by Gus and edited with love and
kisses by Trixie Heron. All material is gratefully received from Chapters, members and non-members alike.
Remember that this is your newsletter, so please submit material as it happens to Gus (contact@eaa.org.za) or
Trixie (editor@afskies.co.za).
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